Accessing ADSY Funding:

What Is ADSY?

Texas's Additional Days School Year (ADSY) initiative
provides LEAs with funding to add up to 30 days of
school for elementary students. This additional learning
time gives students time to expand and deepen their
learning and allows teachers time to work in new ways
to achieve better outcomes.

Reimbursement Timing and Mechanics
1. Identify Associated
School Year

LEAs must choose whether to attach
their ADSY summer program to the
preceding or following school year for
PEIMS reporting. Attached years must
have a 180-day calendar.

YES

Do we currently have a
180 Day Instructional Calendar?

Attach Program to the
PRECEDING school year

ELIGIBLE STUDENTS:

3. Plan for Reporting
and Settle Up

5 MONTHS

PK through 5th

The associated school year
determines which student
cohorts qualify for funding.

Biennial Attendance Projections
Smooth ADSY Disbursement

Considerations
Do we currently
have a 180 day
calendar?

SUMMER PROGRAM

2. Understand Which
Students Qualify For
ADSY Funding

ADSY funding is based on average
daily attendance (ADA). Disbursement
timelines vary depending on the year
to which a program is attached.

NO

Attach Program to the
FOLLOWING school year

First year disbursement will be received in
December following the summer program.
This funding lag can be addressed by
estimating ADSY attendance. See below.

As part of the biennial Legislative Planning Estimate
(LPE), LEAS can estimate ADSY attendance and
receive ADSY funds throughout the school year
as part of the LEA’s regular state funding
disbursements. These estimates can only be made
in October-December of even-numbered years
through the Attendance Projection Subsystem.

With Estimated ADSY
Attendance, Disbursement
Throughout the Year
Without Estimated
ADSY Attendance,
Disbursement with
December Setttle Up

PK
K
1
2
3
4
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Pre-PK
PK
K
1
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3
4

ELIGIBLE STUDENTS:
Rising PK through
Rising 5th*

How will this affect how
much ADSY funding
we receive?
* Students eligible for ADSY
funding are currently in
preschool through 4th
grade, but because we are
attaching the program to the
NEXT year, these students
will have advanced to PK-5.

17 MONTHS

We need to
consider cash flow.

First year disbursement will be received in the
December after the end of the following school
year. This funding lag can be addressed by
estimating ADSY attendance. See below.
We can improve
our cash flow if we
can project our
ADSY attendance.

